This poster proposes the novel idea of semantic stability and hypothesizes that the relative stability of words, as they undergo algorithmic manipulations, can be measured. It attempts to move toward a proof-of-concept for measuring the relative stability of words, by putting forward a preliminary Semantic Stability Index (SSI) and speculates upon the potentials, next steps, and future directions of such an approach.
INTRODUCTION
Whereas the view that something is "lost in translation" is widely held, we propound that some words lose more than others. In an effort to measure these variations in loss, as words undergo automated linguistic transformations-be it during machine translation or otherwise-we posit the novel notion of semantic stability.
Our effort follows a trajectory, which might be said to have been initiated by Champollion's Rosetta-Stone (parallelcorpus) deciphering of 1822, galvanized by Harris's distributional hypothesis, marked by a crucial inflection point a quarter century ago upon the publication of the work of a team of IBM researchers, and bolstered since then by concomitant and enhancing research, thereby leading us to where we are today with the state of the art of our modernday statistical machine translation or SMT (Harris, 1954; Casacuberta et al., 2009; Brown et al., 1990; Sharoff et al., 2013) .
Our Semantic Stability Index (SSI) ambitions to measure the relative stability or resiliency of words, as they are processed algorithmically.
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Our immediate purpose is to begin to move toward delivering a proof-of-concept, by showing that, upon being translation looped (from English to French and then back from French to English), words that remain "stable" in the process (that is, English words that revert to themselves at the end of this process) possess higher SSIs than words that do not. The aim is not to evaluate the quality of machine translations. We are, rather, keen on evaluating the relative stability of individual words.
Within our translation-looping (also known as reverse translation, round-trip translation, etc.) framework, we expect and stipulate that the SSI of a word will be dependent upon the language pair involved (as with the relative morphological richness of the two languages), the register and domain of the parallel corpus, and various other factors, which remain in need of identification and further study.
METHODOLOGY
To create a context within which to assess the feasibility of devising a measurement for our semantic stability notion and in keeping with reverse-translation work that has been done before: Take a sentence-aligned parallel corpus-in our case, Europarl (the European Parliament Proceedings Parallel Corpus, 1996-2011)-selecting Languages E (English) and F (French). Produce a list of all E sentences, which contain an E-Word X at least once, with said EWords X comprising a set of some 20,000 E-Words from a segment of the Edited Hansard of the Parliament of Canada (2015) . Produce a list of all F sentences, aligned with those E sentences. Eliminate F-sentence stop words. From within the F-sentence list, identify the most frequently occurring Word Y. Presume that Y in F will be the translation of X in E. Take Y and repeat the above process in reverse. Arrive or do not arrive back at X. Repeat this process for each E-Word X-that is, some 20,000 times (Chiao & Zweigenbaum, 2002; Chiao et al., 2004) . For the English-to-French step: Tally the frequency counts of EWords X and the frequency counts of the most frequently occurring F-Words Y. Similarly, for the French-back-toEnglish step: Tally the frequency counts of F-Words Y and the frequency counts of the most frequently occurring EWords Xʹ′.
Our preliminary measure of semantic stability, our Semantic Stability Index, therefore, derives from the product of the ratios of these frequency calculations, the rationale being that the more frequently a word goes through translation processes without being "lost," the more stable it is likely to be. Depicting this mathematically:
Where for E ! F: 
Note: X is hypothesized to have a higher probability of having a higher SSI, when Xʹ′ = X

RESULTS
Two samples of the results this process generates are presented in Table 1 , where Sample A depicts cases where one arrives back at E-Word X and Sample B, where one does not, illustrating how these calculations are made and showing how the SSI for Sample B is much lower than the SSI for Sample A.
In Sample A, the English word "agreements" occurs a total of 14,058 times. In its aligned French sentences, the most frequently occurring French word, "accords," occurs 12,361 times.
During reverse translation, the French word "accords" occurs a total of 13,201 times. In its aligned English sentences, the most frequently occurring English word, "agreements," occurs 11,358 times-thereby looping our word back to English successfully. These numbers then generate two ratios, whose product indicates that the SSI for the word "agreements" is a relatively high 0.757.
In Sample B, where our E-F-E translation looping of the word "intently" loops us back-via "attentivement"-to "carefully" (and not "intently"), a similar set of calculations indicates that the SSI for "intently" is a relatively low 0.204. Table 1 . Two sample results, depicting the distinction between a high-SSI word that loops back (A) and a low-SSI word that does not (B).
As shown in Figure 1 , in order to illustrate the myriad ways in which our initial results (b) might potentially be enhanced, we explore what the impacts of part-of-speech tagging (p) and suffixing (s) might be on the percentages of words that loop back successfully and discover that whereas part-of-speech tagging (p) lowers our Xʹ′ = X percentage, suffixing (s) increases it, albeit slightly.
We then take our approximately 20,000 Canadian Hansard English words and run them through the English-French Europarl, performing E-F-E basic (b) looping only, while excluding rare outliers (that is, words with SSI scores > 1.0). As the box plot in Figure 2 reveals, the SSI scores of words that loop back to themselves (OK = 1) tend to be higher than the SSI scores of words that do not (OK = 0).
We consider this outcome a preliminary affirmation of the veracity of our novel index, the SSI.
DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK
One area of application for our Semantic Stability Index is the efficient and equitable allocation of processing resources during big-data crunching. Another area is algorithmic enhancements in natural language generation, involving lexical choice (Edmonds & Hirst, 2002) . A next step, upon which we have done some work, is to explore how synonyms from within our parallel corpus, as identified via WordNet synsets, vary in their degrees of stability and how establishing a Semantic Stability Gradient for synsets might prove feasible and fruitful.
Semantics has fascinated and bedeviled great minds throughout history and computational semantics continues to do the same today.
Lesk's classic algorithm took on word-sense disambiguation (WSD) some thirty years ago (Lesk, 1986) . Whereas much progress has been made in the WSD arena since then, advancements have reached a point, where further strides are unlikely without major shifts-a shift from the machine to the human side of the equation being one.
When an algorithm fails to deliver the hoped-for results, current scholarship is stimulated toward tweaking the algorithm. We propose tweaking the text to be processed, instead.
Paraphrasing Kennedy, "Ask not what your [computer] can do for you; ask what you can do for your [computer] " (Kennedy, 1961) . In the cyborgian future we envision, the man-machine effort is more likely to prosper, when collaborative.
In this sense, the current poster carries forward work, which was presented in a previous publication (Sanentz, 2013) and is in keeping with the spirit of an effort undertaken some fifty years ago at AT&T Bell Laboratories, by Lee E. McMahon, a research psychologist, who devised FASEFundamentally Analyzable Simplified English (Wilford, 1966) .
In another vein, SMT tools ought to leverage pre-existing knowledge about the language pair involved, be it their content-versus function-word distinctions, their relative morphological richness, or similar factors. For instance, translating into a morphologically richer language is more challenging; consequently, morphological disambiguation using syntactic parsers should be employed (Melamed, 2000; Köhn et al., 2014) .
In view of the fact that a very large number of the languages of the world are resource poor, one of the prime challenges for Natural Language Processing (NLP) remains the development of various means of tackling such languages. Toward that end, bilingual lexicon extraction is one of the ways forward and Wikipedia appears to be an excellent means of surmounting the resource-scarcity problem and of automatically compiling these necessary tools (Bouamor et al., 2013) .
It has been demonstrated that word-aligned parallel corpora outperform their sentence-aligned counterparts significantly. They reduce alignment error rates by 38% and increase Bleu scores, while using one half the number of training examples (Callison-Burch et al., 2004) .
Some have gone so far as to suggest that one ought to start out fresh, from an abstract position, where two monolingual spaces are linked via a bilingual dictionary, thereby forming a single bilingual space, while their corresponding corpora combine to form a single bilingual corpus. The result is a model that describes this bilingual space and inspires novel experimentation (Zweigenbaum, 2014) .
CONCLUSION
The present effort constitutes but a rudimentary exploration of the novel notion of semantic stability and the feasibility and utility of measuring it, with an eye at incorporating a Semantic Stability Index into NLP/SMT algorithms, to good effect.
Further research is needed to explore why part-of-speech tagging lowered our percentage of successfully looped words, while suffixing increased it.
Much work needs to be done on not only refining the index itself, but also on exploring various amalgamations of the index with extant algorithms within NLP/SMT. Also, reliance on parallel or even comparable corpora will not suffice, in the long run. The ability to handle unrelated texts and achieve useful results will be required. Rapp's work, with his co-occurrence clue, is in this general vein (Rapp, 1995) .
Perhaps the most promising path forward for NLP/SMT is for the field to embrace related disciplines, which might have pieces of the puzzle to offer. The dazzling subtlety and complexity of language recommends it. It is only recently that some have dipped their toes into the waters of translatology, considering registerial features or register analyses. Such forays might enhance definitions of the comparability of corpora (Lapshinova-Koltunski & Pal, 2014) . From there, one might go on to delve as deep as the philosophical moorings of Wittgenstein (Wittgenstein, 2009) or contemplate the full implications of the assertion, "I don't believe in word senses" (Kilgarriff, 1997, p. 91) .
